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The light novel fantasy epic that inspired a critically-acclaimed anime!Haruhiro awakens to darkness

and amnesia, among a group of strangers who can only remember their own names...and nothing

else. When they make it into the light, they discover Grimgarâ€•a fantasy world thatâ€™s like

something out of an RPG game. Without apparent skills or knowledge of their surroundings,

Haruhiro and his newfound friends band together to form an adventuring party. Only by cooperating,

using their wits, and learning new skills can they hope to survive in this dangerous land of monsters

and magic.
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After reading it in a day and being unable to stop muself from wanting more, there is a sad feeling

after finding oit i will have to wait a few months to coninue reading. Deffinitely ending on a bit of a

sickly stomach feeling... hope to continue reading this as soon as possible.

Being at is a fantastic series that brings much needed weight and consequences to fantasy that has

been lacking for years



I don't usual read or write reviews but after hoping that the anime for this light novel would continue

and it not, I gladly picked up the light novels and am blown away. I liked the anime but have fell in

love with the books. You should try it if you liked the anime and even if you didn't watch, I still highly

recommend.

I started read this series due to the anime release. Even with the slight differences between the light

novel and the anime it is well worth to see / read both. This story is a ride worth more than the price

tag.

Great book series but get a little confusing how the though process and action jumps around so

much, but still a great read.

I hope the gang makes it thru. Go to is an interesting character... The relationship between him an

Choco was interesting one.

Great story and good battle narration this volume was awesome!

the story picks up after the anime ends with this book sadly it feel like a small part in a bigger

picture. Thu it is well written an self contained, it leave off with more to come in a good way i

suppose.if you enjoyed the anime or even the first 2 books this is more of the same very easy to

read an enjoyable overall an i look forward too book 4 already preordered.
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